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Well, was 25th May our 2013 Summer?  It was  either an amazing piece of luck on our part, or immaculate planning 
on the part of Anna Barton, but whichever is true, the sun certainly shone on us for the Osprey Festival and the 
Grand Opening of the Station Square.  An enormous thanks must go to Anna Barton, who was the lynchpin of the 
whole operation.  In addition to that opening ceremony, in April we had the opening of the upgraded children’s play 
park adjacent to the Community Hall.  There are photographs of both events in the centre pages, together with 
many other photos to record the variety of activities that have been taking place in the village.   
 
Whilst the main focus of this edition centres around the big events, there is a wealth of interesting material to 
browse through, hopefully to suit all tastes and interests—there is a fabulous article on Swifts by Richard Thaxton, a 
report on TOMS fifth anniversary concert , news from Crufts and a feature on a Cairn in the Woods by Ann Wilson, a 
new contributor to the BOG Standard.  We have a further two new writers, new to the BOG Standard although not 
new to writing—Kenny Mathieson who has written the Lynwilg Walk and Wendy Milne, author of Wendy’s Woes.  
These are all in addition to our regular features which cover a range of subject matter, including the factual  

information you need about what is happening in the village. 
 
If you are a budding writer, or just have something interesting to relate, then please get in touch—
you don’t need any pre-qualification to join the team. 

Jackie Wilson 
Editor 

Email: bogstandard831@googlemail.com 
01479 831056 

BOG Standard is published by the Community Council, who appoints the Editor and underwrites the costs not covered by 
advertising.  Articles published express the views of the authors and not the Council or Editor, unless otherwise stated. 

UPDATE ON HOUSING 
Community Council 

Davall Developments lodged a Housing Application on 5/4/13 for 30 houses and 2 plots, on a much smaller area of 
the woodland adjacent to the Community Hall.  Confirmation that the Application will go to CNPA Planning  
Committee on 21st June is awaited.  The Developers held a Drop In session on 17th April for the community to see the 
plans and talk to the developers which was well attended by residents.  

The vast majority of the feedback forms provided by the Community Council, expressed support for the development 
although not without some critical comments. 45 forms were completed, of which 11 indicated a housing need.  10 
affordable homes are proposed as part of the development.  Based on all the feedback to the Community Council, a 
response in support of the application has been lodged. If the application is approved then further discussions will 
take place with Highland Council to ensure that local need for the affordable sector can be met. The developers have 
indicated that the private sector housing would be offered to local postcodes for a few months before going on more 
open sale, to provide a better opportunity for local people to purchase. 

 

INFORMATION FROM POLICE SCOTLAND 

Dial the new number 101 if you wish to contact Aviemore or any other local Police Station. 
Continue to use 999 in an emergency. 

Police Scotland would like everyone to think about their oil tank security in the light of recent thefts in the area,  
especially from unoccupied holiday houses.  During an economic recession heating oil becomes more attractive to 
the thief who will actively target fuel tanks.  Think DEPOT: 

 Disguise – Modern oil tanks can be disguised. Contact your supplier for advice. 
 Economy – Regularly check your gauge to monitor consumption and don’t purchase cheap fuel from  
 unrecognised suppliers. Report bargain prices immediately to the police/Crimestoppers. 
 Position – Ideally the tank should be located where it can be overlooked. 
 Observe- Security lighting can be a deterrent. Report any suspicious activity in your area. 
 Tank security – A double skinned tank and good padlocks make it more difficult for a thief. Electronic alarms 
 give an audible signal if there is a sudden drop in oil level. 

For further information and a leaflet, contact your local crime prevention officer. 

CRIMESTOPPERS 0800 555 111 
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A CONVERSATION WITH BOB BARTON 
By Jackie Wilson 

Bob Barton has lived in the 
village since 1980.  He is a 
mountaineer who has 
climbed all over the world, 
making first ascents in the 
Himalayas, Greenland,  
Peru, the Alps and, of 
course, Scotland.  Brought 
up in Barnsley, the son of a 
miner, Bob won an  
Exhibition to study Natural 
Sciences at Cambridge - an 
enormous step and both an 
academic and a social challenge. 

In 1971, having completed his degree, Bob was offered a 
job as a research scientist with Unilever, but the  
company was unwilling to accommodate his request for 
time off in order to climb in the Afghan Hindu Kush!  By 
this time, Bob was already obsessive about climbing, so 
instead he took up a post teaching Physics for six 
months in order to finance his Hindu Kush expedition.  
He later discovered that Chris Bonington had resigned 
from a job with Unilever for similar reasons! 

On returning from the Hindu Kush Bob completed a 
PGCE qualification in Physics and Outdoor Education at 
Bangor, North Wales, under the tutelage of Barbara 
Spark.  Barbara showed enormous tolerance in allowing 
Bob to start the course despite his arriving five weeks 
late with the feeble excuse of having been stranded in 
Kabul after being robbed by bandits of passport and air 
tickets.  He graduated from the course as one of  
Barbara’s “Sparklets”, and went on immediately to a job 
as outdoor instructor at Brathay Hall in the Lake District, 
where he met his future wife Anna.   

Whilst working there, and on Barbara’s recommenda-
tion, he (and his climbing partner Peter Boardman) were 
approached by Fred Harper of Glenmore Lodge who was 
looking to recruit “good mountaineers who also under-
stood outdoor education.”  Neither man accepted on 
the first approach, but some 9 months later Bob did 
agree to move north and, delighted to be able to live 
and work in the Scottish mountains, was an instructor at 
Glenmore for 13 years.  This job brought tremendous 
opportunities to participate in climbing expeditions, 
which extended from East Africa to Alaska, from  
California to Everest and, perhaps best of all, the Skye 
Ridge in full winter conditions.  

After his period at Glenmore, Bob was appointed  
Principal at Outward Bound Eskdale and during his 8 
years there he was also leader of the local Mountain 
Rescue Team.  He had had a particularly memorable  
experience of mountain rescue during his time in the 

Cairngorms when as part of a team of four he set out on 
a rescue in a storm with ridiculous winds. Clinging to 
rocks near the summit above Coire an t’ Sneachda Bob 
and his companion barely avoided being blown away 
when the wind  reached 170 mph – the highest wind 
speed ever recorded on the British mainland.   

After Eskdale Bob worked independently as a Mountain 
Guide in the Alps and further afield and combined this 
with consultancy, including a contract with Outward 
Bound International which took him to Singapore,  
Malaysia, South Africa, Finland and the United States.   

He has published several books concerning adventurous 
activities, the most successful being “A Chance in a  
Million?” about Scottish avalanches and “Safety, Risk 
and Adventure in Outdoor Activities” and is frequently 
called upon to act as an expert witness in legal cases 
involving adventure activities.  

What makes Bob tick?  His main interests are climbing, 
wild-country skiing, sailing and fly fishing.  The common 
thread running through these activities is the appeal of a 
technical challenge within a 
beautiful natural environment. 
Although a life long climber, 
within the last 5 years he has 
shifted his focus towards sailing, 
which he believes is a common 
transition for aging mountain-
eers.  “The technicalities might 
be different, but working out 
what to do is remarkably  
similar. It is about being  
anxious enough to do the right things, but not so much 
so that you are paralysed into inaction.”   

Some of his sailing trips to destinations such as St Kilda 
have been done alone.  “I like having other people on 
board but there is a special intensity about being  
entirely alone”. 

“I have always liked the fantastic concentration that you 
get when you are absorbed in doing adventurous things 
and I feel strongly about the need for individuals keep-
ing the freedom to do this.” Much of his professional 
work has been concerned with allowing young people to 
have genuinely adventurous experiences, with the  
management of risk a means to this end and not the end 
in itself. 

When not outdoors he is a committed listener to music 
of many kinds but with a special enthusiasm for German 
classical music, a wine enthusiast and a keen, but mar-
ginally successful, vegetable gardener.  

How has this lifestyle affected family life?  He insists that 
it is to Anna’s great credit that she has always been fully 
supportive of his aspirations in the mountains.   
Although he feels that he has probably been away from 
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his family more than 
was ideal, he hopes that 
his example of a some-
what unconventional 
career might illuminate 
the route choices in his  
children’s own lives.  
None of them have an 
obsession with  
mountains, skiing or 
sailing in the way that 

Bob did but all have done enough of these wonderful ac-
tivities to realise that some things are rather more reward-
ing than a good day in the office….. 

 

KLOUDA QUINTET 
By Ann Napier 
 
The last concert of the current TOMS season was a  
performance by THE KLOUDA QUINTET – you will not have 
previously heard of this Ensemble, as explained below! 
  
This was a special concert as it was TOMS 5th Birthday  
concert, and was dedicated to Ian Gow, our Chairman, in 
appreciation of everything he has done for TOMS over 
these 5 years.   
Ian was the vision behind the creation of TOMS and has 
devoted a significant amount of time to its success since 
then, ranging from giving advice from his considerable 
wealth of musical knowledge on the selection of  
performers, to folding programmes!   
It was felt appropriate that the concert should include an 
item that is one of Ian’s favourites, and he chose  
Schubert’s Trout Quintet. 
We contacted 
Ashok Klouda 
– a wonderful 
cellist who  
performed for 
TOMS a  
couple of 
years ago - 
and asked him 
to invite  
others to join 
him in a  
Quintet.  So…..for one night only…… there was a perfor-
mance from the KLOUDA QUINTET – created especially for 
this recital at Boat of Garten. 
 
KLOUDA QUINTET:  
Cello - Ashok Klouda 
Violin - Natalie Klouda 
Violin/viola - Benjamin Roskams 
Double Bass - Alexandra Scott 
Piano - Simon Callaghan 

The items for the first half of the programme were also 
selected by Ian from choices suggested by Ashok. 
The performance on the night was outstanding and  
consisted of Rossini String Sonata No.3 in C Major (for 2 
violins, cello & double bass), Mendelssohn Piano Trio in C 
Minor No.2, followed by Schubert 'Trout' Quintet 
  
  
ILLUSTRATED TALKS FINISH ON A HIGH NOTE 

The 2012-13 season of Illustrated Talks in the Community 
Hall finished on a high note on 11th March, when well over 
a hundred people attended a talk entitled “A Heavy Affair 
With the Mountains: Experiences of 40 years in world-
wide mountain rescue”, by David ‘Heavy’ Whalley.  It told 
the story of how a minister’s son from Ayrshire got  
interested in mountains and climbing, and how, when he 
joined the RAF in his late teens, this led to his becoming 
involved in mountain rescue, the primary focus of which 
was on the rescue of crew, or the recovery of bodies, from 
crashed RAF aircraft. This led to an involvement in rescue 
attempts, especially in mountainous areas, all over the 
world, and ultimately to him spending four years before 
retirement in charge of the National Co-ordination Centre 
for Mountain Rescue at RAF Kinloss.  His talk gave a  
fascinating insight into the RAF’s worldwide mountain  
rescue activities, as well as their involvement in civilian 
rescues within the UK. 

Another successful season of Illustrated Talks saw attend-
ances average about one hundred at each talk, and a net 
income of over £3,000 generated towards the running 
costs of the Community Hall.  After the last talk, a presen-
tation was made to Chris Carter for all his organisation of 
the talks since the early efforts in 2003 when he himself 
gave the first four talks in an effort to raise funds for the 
new Hall, and initial attendances averaged about 40.  Since 
then, a total of over £20,000 has been raised, at first  
towards the cost of building the new Hall, and then to-
wards the running costs, once it was completed.  Although 
Chris is now standing down from the organisation he is 
putting together the programme for next winter, the  
running of which will, for the time being, be undertaken by 
Lorraine MacPherson on behalf of the Hall’s Management 
Committee.  Anyone willing to volunteer to take on the 
organising role or play a part in it, thereafter, should  
contact Lorraine on (01479) 831506, or by e-mail:   
lormac18@gmail.com 

 

Morag Milne 
Morag of Fairview has been pounding the paths of the 
Strath training for the Edinburgh half marathon on April 
14th.  She was raising awareness for Alzheimer Scotland 
and completed the 13 miles in a very respectable time in 
spite of a howling gale. 
 
And has already signed up for another!   

mailto:lormac18@gmail.com
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 Alban Tree Care & Consultancy 

Graduate tree specialists 

Fully Qualified & Insured 

All aspects of Tree surgery 

Consultancy from tree surveys to woodland 

management  

Mobile Sawmilling 

Firewood - Hard/softwood or mixed loads, 

split or logs 

Wood chip for garden use 

Wood splitter hire 

For a free quote or information please call us 

or visit our website: 

    01479 821659 or 07595 300026  
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THE MONSTER OF LOCH GARTEN 
(Taken from “Legends of the Cairngorms” by Affleck Gray) 
 
It is said that Loch Garten is inhabited by a large carnivo-
rous water monster – a cross between a large bull and a 
stallion with jet black mane, big head, broad back and glar-
ing eyes, which used to haunt the burn which flows out of 
Loch Garten into Loch Mallachie.  It was believed that it 
preyed on young children and lambs.  It came out at night 
and its roars could be heard echoing amongst the hills. 
An old crofter from Nethybridge decided to try and cap-
ture the beast.  He hitched a rope round an enormous 
boulder, weighing several tons, on the shore of Loch 
Garten and bated a gaff with a lamb.  He rowed out into 
the middle of the Loch with the line and heaved the bated 
hook overboard and went home.  All night there was a 
tremendous thunder and lightning storm, above which 
could be heard the snarls of the infuriated monster.  The 
old man went back in the morning but there was no sign 
of the huge boulder.  All that could be seen was a deep rut 
leading into the loch where the boulder had been 
dragged.  Since then there has never again been seen any 
sight or sound of the monster. 
 
CAIRN IN THE WOODS 
By Ann Wilson 
 
A pile of stones in the countryside always awakens my cu-
riosity.  So when I saw a pile peeping above the heather in 
Boat of Garten’s plantation, I had to investigate.  I found a 
much vandalised cairn with four pits and a depression on 
the top surface.  One of the pits, approximately 18”-24” 
deep, whose sides had been carefully built, had a much 
weathered piece of heavy marine ply covering the base.  
There was quite a few pine seedlings and other vegetation 
covering most of the cairn. 
I asked around locally but no-one I asked had any 
knowledge of the cairn.  On contacting Highland Council’s 
Department of Archaeology, I found that they had no  
record of the site at that time. 
At the beginning of May 2009 I managed to interest a very 
knowledgeable person to look at “my cairn”!  She  
volunteered to do a plan tabling survey, providing I could 
get permission from various interested bodies.  Firstly I 
wrote to Ogilvie Grant Estate and I received permission 
from the estate Forestry Director, providing I also got  
permission from HCDA to go ahead.  The Highland Council 
Archaeologist requested that I should contact the  
Capercaillie Officer to see if he had any objections.  He 
didn’t, as long as we started work at the cairn after 10 am. 
The Estate gave us a window with completion by August 
2009 and also required us to re-install all vegetation etc. 
and leave the cairn and surround as we found it.  This we 
did. 
Ann Wakeling, her husband and myself soon realised after 
6 days very hard work that the complete exposure of the 
cairn was beyond us in the time that we could afford to 
give it.  We decided to expose a 2’ wide strip around the 

perimeter of the cairn – more very hard work!  We found 
some interesting features.  The main one, to me, was a 
line of large pink granite stones stretching in a straight line 
towards the top and with a boulder at the base that could 
be acting as a buttress.  There was also a band of large 
stones around the base of the cairn.  
Now that the official work has been completed (thanks to 
our expert), I can do what is the fun part.  I am not an  
aspiring archaeologist, I do not have a reputation to  
uphold, so I can speculate about the site without being 
taken ‘seriously’. 
To be sure of the age of the cairn, it would have to be  
excavated, let by a professional and with the help, hope-
fully, of Boat of Garten inhabitants.  That would be great!  
There was a cavalier approach in the past to ancient sites 
with theft and/or accompanying vandalism.  So much  
evidence was destroyed inadvertently by interested  
amateur archaeologists.   

There is no doubt that the building of the cairn was no 
haphazard event.  The esker it was built on elevated the 
cairn above the surrounding ground.  A lot of skill went 
into the structure and it would have taken a large work-
force and much dedication to build.  Now this is a very 
personal guess – has it originally been a late Neolithic or 
early Bronze Age burial cairn?  Was the cairn used more 
than once, taking it into the early Iron Age?  Any ideas – 
please email them to the editor. 
 
 
HALL PRIZE DRAW WINNDRS 
 
March 
1st   £30  Richard Thaxton 
2nd £20  Alan Bantick 
3rd  £10 Graham McIntosh 
April 
1st   £30  George Keir 
2nd £20  Joan Cairns 
3rd  £10 Sandra South 
May  
1st   £30  Ben and Kirsty Sparham 
2nd £20  Ian Cormack 
3rd  £10 Billy Richardson 
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SHORTLISTED FOR THE BOOKSELLER 

INDUSTRY AWARD 2013 
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Church Matters 
By Sheila Wallace 
 
We’ve had several weddings in the parish this year with 
one or two still to come. At the most recent one, St 
Columba’s was fair bursting with beautiful flowers and 
there were lovely floral scents wafting through the air. 
Chatting with someone in the village I was surprised to 
learn that there were fewer weddings in general this year 
because we are in the year 2013…….and  this got me 
thinking about the amount of superstition which still  
lingers in our minds, even in the twenty-first century. The 
number 13, of course, is thought to be unlucky. 
Quite a few superstitions surround weddings themselves. 
It’s bad luck for the bride and groom to meet on the  
wedding day before the ceremony and bad luck for the 
bride to wear her complete outfit before the actual day. 
And the groom carries his wife over the threshold to their 
new home because it would be unlucky for their marriage 
if she tripped. 
Quite a few of these beliefs stem from medieval times. Did 
you know that if you cut your hair when the moon is  
waxing then you’ll get good luck but if you see or hear 
bats then that’ll bring bad luck because they were associ-
ated with witches? 
As for eating a boiled egg….you have to put a spoon 
through the bottom of the empty shell after you’ve fin-
ished it, to let the devil out. Perhaps one of the most  
commonly used ones is the crossing of fingers when  
people are hoping for a good outcome for some situation. 
This goes back to earliest Christian times when Christians 
were terribly persecuted for their faith, many thrown to 
the lions in the arena and others covered with pitch, set 
alight and used as human torches to light up Emperor 
Nero’s gardens at night. 
Gruesome indeed, but many of these people had  
experienced Christ for themselves. They had heard him 
and seen the miracles and understood that he was more 
than just a “good and wise man” and they were prepared 
to take the risks that came with following him. Because 
they were in such danger they devised some secret signs 
by which they could identify themselves to other  
Christians. One of these was the sign of the fish (which 
you sometimes see on the back of a car, including my 
own!) and another was the sign of the cross, made by the 
fingers as we do now. But there was no superstition  
involved. 
Christians live by faith, not by superstition, and there’s a 
vast difference. If I believe in God, and 
put my faith in him, then there’s no place 
for “luck” in my life. I’m in his hands! 
 
Blessings, 
Sheila 
 
 
 

Ranger Report for April/May 
By Scott Henderson 
 
It’s great to be back in the woods of Boat of Garten. 
They’re not looking too bad after last winter’s thinning by 
Seafield Estate. About 4000 tonnes of timber were  
extracted over 5 months. They have reinstated the main 
path and will continue 
with further repair 
after the summer.  
Juniper and holly seed-
lings, all 1500 of them, 
have been planted at 
strategic points next to 

the tracks in order 
to provide screen-
ing as well as a 
great food source 
for the birdlife in 
the future. On 9th 
May all the pupils 
of Deshar Primary 

planted their own trees in the woodland, they will hope-
fully remember which ones they planted so as they can 
watch their progress. 
One of the first jobs of the year was to re-erect the Caper 
signage and replace damaged/vandalised signs. The Caper 
signs are to remind you to “keep your dogs under close 
control or on a short leash” when entering the sensitive 
area within Deshar Wood. In the one month here I’ve seen 
4 sightings of Capercaillie, so fingers crossed for another 5 
chicks like last summer! The 
large Caper sculpture which 
was made with the help of the 
pupils of Deshar Primary has 
been relocated at the crossroad 
point in Deshar Wood. This has 
been getting a lot of attention 
from visitors and locals alike, 
photos and admiration as well 
as a reminder of the heart of 
the sensitive zone in the woods, a great asset. 
Guided Walks have restarted surprisingly well for April/
May, over 30 people so far excluding 21 visiting board 
members from Norway. Locals are invited on my walks but 

I realise sometimes the timings can be difficult, 
so I shall be running a trial evening walk in 
June starting after tea, watch out for the new 
poster.  
I have eventually found the old Opal Olympia 
car in the woodlands. It’s been difficult to pin 
point the truth behind the left hand drive, if 
anyone has any stories about the car I would 
love to hear them.      
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JOHN CAMERON 

Landscaping and Ground Works 

 Landscaping 

 Foundations 

 Driveways 

 Cable Tracks 

 Pipework for Drains etc. 

 

NO JOB TOO SMALL 

TELEPHONE:  

07834 733871 
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Enjoy Summer, and be Swift about It 
By Richard Thaxton, RSPB Loch Garten 
 
It’s been a long while coming but there are signs of  
summer now, at last!  For me, key amongst them is the 
arrival of swifts. I saw my first in Boat (a great place to see 
them) on May 20th, very late this year. What has delayed 
their arrival is the cold weather and the associated almost 
complete lack of insects upon which they feed. 

Swifts are spectacular birds but are difficult to get a good 
look at on account of their innate restlessness. Next time 
you see one, try following it with your binoculars!  So fast 
do they fly and so agile and deft are they in their  
manoeuvres that they are tricky to keep up with. All birds 
are clearly amazingly adapted for flight (except the flight-
less ones of course!) but swifts are agility incarnate. Our 
swift, Common Swift (Apus apus), is 17cm long with sickle-
like wings of 40cm span, and with these sheer blades they 
scythe through the air at phenomenal speeds. Some  
members of the swift family, of which there are 98 species 
world-wide, are amongst the fastest flying birds.  They are 
some of the highest fliers too, allegedly seen by airline  
pilots at great altitude. 

In fact there is just so much about swifts, that's so amazing 
and impressive. Get this, for my favourite swift-fact: Not 
only do they feed on the wing, mate on the wing and even 
sleep on the wing, they only come to "ground" to nest, and 
given that some swifts do not breed for their first time  
until they are four years old, that means some swifts are 
flying non-stop for four years!! How fantastic is that! I say 
come to "ground", but in fact that is something swifts  
never do. They nest principally in buildings; in gaps in  
masonry, under loose tiles, in the eaves, fascias and soffits 
of buildings. Favourite places are church towers,  
cathedrals, castles and other gothic buildings often 
steeped in folklore & legend with spooky gargoyles. This, 
coupled with their sinister dark brown, almost black  
plumage and their maniacal screaming calls, have earned 
the birds their old country name of Devil Bird. 

Swifts are a complete joy to watch and to hear, their 
screaming calls are the epitome of summer, the Boat Hotel 
is a brilliant places to see and hear swifts, so why not call 
in, literally for a swift half!  

They are fantastic birds and deserving of our care and  
conservation, for their intrinsic value, their amazing  
ecology and for one other reason; I leave you with one fi-
nal abiding attribute of swifts - THEY EAT MIDGES! They 
feed on the wing, sweeping up aerial plankton in their 
wide gaping mouths, all manner of insects but chief 
amongst them, the much maligned midge. They feed their 
young on food balls of insect pulp, each containing be-
tween 300-1000 insects, amounting to 3000 insects per 
day. With young swifts (swiftlets) in the nest for up to 43 
days and with up to 50,000+ pairs of swifts in UK, well, you 
do the math, but it must add up to billions of insects.  

Without swifts, we'd be up to our oxters in them, so bring 
'em on I say, and why not get on out there to enjoy them 
while you can, and be swift about it as they'll be gone 
again before you know it, by mid-August. 

If you enjoy the sight and sound of them and miss them 
when they’ve gone, here’s a tip to break up the long High-
land winter and help banish those mid-winter blues. Try 
and find a re-run of  
Inspector Morse episodes on a Sky 
TV channel. Morse, set amongst the 
spires of Oxford - perfect buildings 
for swifts, and it would 
seem, always filmed in summer-
time, so no matter what the time of 
year you can be up-lifted by the 
screams of swifts often to be heard in the background. 

 

Community Garden 
By Sue Murray 

The Community Garden ran a very successful Plant Sale at 
the Osprey Festival on 25th May. Many people donated 
plants and Iain Brodie had some quality plants which 
attracted interest.  Thank you to everyone who helped on 
the day – to those of you who brought and bought plants, 
and especially to those who helped run the stall on the 
Saturday afternoon. 

We were delighted to make £235 which will enable us to 
renew some of the plants which have been in since the 
beginning, or have succumbed to the bad winter.  

The path at the railway side of the Garden has been  
renewed and is looking good. The garden was looking 
great for the event.  

The next community garden work party will be on  
Thursday 6th June at 2 p.m. for one hour, and then on 
Tuesday 2nd July at 2p.m. We work for an hour and then 
have a picnicky cuppa together. Please feel free to come 
and join us. 

A gardening tip for this month:  

This showery warmer weather is excellent for planting 
things out so if you have any new plants or seedlings, it is a 
good time to put them out. You still have to watch out for 
frosty nights for a week or two and cover fragile things 
with fleece or newspaper if a frost is forecast.  

 

Woodland Camera Survey 
 
Scottish Natural Heritage is arranging another camera  
survey to be undertaken in Deshar Woods in July as part of 
its monitoring of the mitigation measures for capercaillie. 
Appropriate notices will be put up. 
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BOAT OF GARTEN PLAY PARK OPENING  
CEREMONY 
By Alison Fielding 

Boat of Garten was very fortunate to be awarded a 
grant of £9080 from the National Lottery Awards 
for All scheme for the purchase of new equipment 
for the village Play Park, adjacent to the  
Community Hall, with additional financial support 
from Highland Council which undertook the  
installation work. 
The Community Council, Wee Bogees Play Group 
and Deshar School PTA joined together to organise 
an Opening Ceremony event which was held  
Saturday 20th April, with the Ceremonial Cutting of the Ribbon by Grant Moir, Chief Executive of Cairngorms National 
Park  Authority.   

The celebration took the form of a Teddy 
Bear’s picnic with additional activities includ-
ing circus skills, woodland den building, hand 
print mural and face painting.  

 

 

 

 

Wee Boggies 
By Carol Walsh 
 
Making the most of the wintery weather, our first theatre trip of the 

year was a big adventure. The 
Wee Boggies baby and  
toddlers group went to Eden 
Court to help Dora the  
Explorer and friends rescue 
her lost teddy. We all waved our stars to the music and were totally  
mesmerised by Dora and her animal friends. A big difference to 
the usual Friday morning chaos. 
We have also been venturing outside during our Friday sessions to test out 
the new play park equipment. In good weather it's been difficult to convince 
the group to come inside, except, 
of course, when snacks were 
served!  To help prepare for the 

play park official opening we decided to decorate some very colourful  
animal biscuits. However, the temptation to taste our creations proved too 
much as we ended up with quite a few in our tummies and not on the 
plate. On the opening day itself the Wee Boggies played a big part in  
helping Alison with the celebrations, from face painting to circus skills, 
marquee erecting, ice cream selling, hand painting and cake making. Every-
one helped cut the opening ribbon and lots of teddies made an appearance 
to share picnics with their owners, Cyril the Squirrel and Bodger the  
Badger. 
 
Recently the group has been getting some great attendance levels and we have been welcoming some new members 
which is really fantastic.  We meet every Friday at 10-12pm and also like to keep active with extra outings. Our next 
trip is to meet Spot the Dog at Eden Court and we are also planning some outdoors activities to enjoy over the sum-
mer. All babies and toddlers welcome, so please join us!  
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The cart—under construction at the 

forge 

The Horse is lowered into position upon 

arrival in the Boat 

The Horse and Cart—on the day of the Station Square 

Opening 

Railway and the Wildlife Heritage  together,  

 hall mark of Boat of Garten,  

The Osprey Village 

The Opening of 

Station Square 

25.05.13—The 

Sculptures by Black 

Ox Arts 

The Osprey Feather—

during installation and 

on the day of the 

Opening 
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 Some images of the village bathed in sunshine 

The Osprey 

Festival 
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SOME DESHAR SCHOOL NEWS 

In April this year, Deshar School welcomed 2 new pupils into the Nursery – Finn Anderson and Daniel McFadyen, and 
Dylan, Ayden and Amy Leigh McFadyen into P1, P3 and P7 respectively. Also welcomed was Eilidh McLean into Primary 
2 and an additional 2 new pupils, Austin and Abigail Sinclair, joined the school on 13 May, boosting Deshar School roll 
to 31 pupils.  

Culloden Trip 

Primary 5-7 enjoyed a great trip to 
Culloden Battlefield on Wednesday 17 
April. They took part in lessons and a 
wet walk around the field. The  
children got to dress up and hold 
weapons. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IRB Rugby Sevens, Glasgow and Festival of Rugby – 5th May 2013 

Grantown Grammar 

School Girls' U'18 rugby team were back in action at the Glasgow 7s 

Festival of Rugby, which ran alongside the IRB Sevens World Series at 

Scotstoun Stadium. Clad in pink and keen for a few rapid games of 7s 

rugby, the girls started off their tournament in fighting form - with a 

6-1 victory over Dumfries Wanderers. However, they were then 

beaten by big rivals Auchterarder, 2-1 in their next game. Fortunately 

though, they had done enough to make the Semi Final against Hill-

head/ Jordanhill, which was another close fought, physical affair. 

Luckily, the rules regarding tied games stated that the team who had 

scored the first try would be proclaimed winners-The Semi-final 

score was 3-3, but Grantown Grammar had scored first... so it was 

Auchterarder again in the final. 

The final was a very tough affair, as both teams battled it out. 

Matched for speed and strength it was anybody's game. At the final whistle, it was another tie - 3-3.  Unsure of the 

rules for the Final, the girls headed over to the presentation table to discover that they had been announced Runners 

Up. Quite satisfied with their efforts they applauded their rivals only to discover that the first try rule was the same for 

the final and Grantown had tried first!! A wee battle then commenced with match officials and the SRU, which culmi-

nated in a decision being made, that the girls would be awarded joint- first and reissued gold medals and a trophy at a 

later date. 

Soccer 7s 

The first Soccer 7s event this term 

took place on Saturday 18 May at 

Carrbridge. Pupils took part in a 

combined team called Neshar. The 

P6/7 drew all their games. Thomas 

McInnes was the only scorer in a 1

-1 draw with Grantown. The P4/5 

team lost two games and drew 

one. Other events will take place 

on the following dates: 1 June at 

Grantown on Spey, 15 June at 

Nethy Bridge and 22 June at Boat 

of Garten Community Centre. 

Cairngorm Mountain Trip 

To finish off their mountains 

project P1-4 enjoyed a trip to 

a very snowy Cairngorm 

Mountain on 1 May. 
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Lynwilg to Gael-Charn Mor 
By Kenny Mathieson 

The Corbett of Gael-Charn Mor in the Monadhliath  
Mountains provides a stunning view across the Strath to 

the Cairngorms, but even 
if you walk only to the 
bealach dividing it from 
Gael-Carn Beag, the vista 
more than repays the stiff 
but satisfying puff to get 
there. 

The walk is on a good  
estate track as far as the bealach, followed by the ascent 
of the Corbett on a rougher path. At a moderate pace, the 
climb to the bealach should take around an hour or so, 
with an added half-hour to the summit. Return is by the 
same route – and all downhill! 

Limited parking is available adjacent to the gates of the 
Alltnacriche centre, accessed from the turn-off for Lynwilg 
on the A9. The walk forms the first part of the signposted 
right of way to Carrbridge by “The Burma Road”, a consid-
erably longer but very enjoyable undertaking. 

Pass through the gate and head up on the old tarmac 
track – this first 100 metres is the steepest section of the 
walk! Pass through the gate at the top above the centre, 
and follow the estate vehicle track which climbs steadily 
but sinuously toward a broad bealach (a col or pass) to 
reach the first of three large cairns.  

This may be achievement enough for many walkers, but it 
is worth strolling to the third cairn to admire the view on 
the other side. The memorial by the middle cairn  
commemorates a former head keeper of the estate. 
Mountain hares are commonly seen on Gael-Charn Mor, 
and in a October there is a good chance of at least hearing 
rutting red deer stags. 

If you still have sufficient puff and leg strength for Gael-
Charn Mor, a path ascends behind the first cairn (ignore 
the track going off downhill to the left), and 
quickly becomes rougher but always visible 
(if obscured under snow, walk in SW  
direction uphill until the trig point becomes 
visible).  

The trig point and windbreak eventually 
comes into sight, then disappears again. 

Some 50 metres further on, it re-appears and walkers can 
head directly to it, tick off a Corbett, and enjoy the view 
before returning by the same route. 

There are no navigational problems in good conditions, 
but careful map and compass work will be needed on the 
hill in poor visibility, which can occur quickly in these hills. 
Two Explorer maps are needed for this walk, but the 
1:50,000 Landranger (35 – Kingussie & Monadhliath 
Mountains) is entirely adequate. 

 

WENDY’S WOES 
By Wendy Milne 
 
Given that a newly laid egg is something that money  
cannot buy, I eagerly offered to "hen sit".  The result, on 
the day following the neighbours’ departure to warmer 
climes (warmer than Boat!), on seeing only three hens 
rather than the expected four, was panic and a fruitless 
torchlight search of all the nooks and crannies where a 
broody hen might conceal herself from a rookie hen-
sitter.  After a restless night, inspiration - notices in the 
local retailers, asking for help in very large marker 
pen.  There was no response so eventually a very subdued 
phone call to the hen's owner listing possible culprits - fox, 
osprey, eagle? 
 
For those residents mystified (or 
not) by the appeals in the Post 
Office and corner shop about the 
missing hen – the poor hen had 
met its demise before Christmas, 
from old age!  It did not go in the 
oven, but is pushing up the  
daisies in a back garden in 
BoG.  The moral of the tale -  
COUNT THE CHICKENS BEFORE DEPARTURE. 
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Boat of  Garten Golf  and Tennis Club 
Tel: 01479 831282  Email: office@boatgolf.com  www.boatgolf.com 

TENNIS -   Whatever your standard, you will find 

enthusiastic partners at Club nights: Weds 7 -9pm 

HOUSE MEMBERSHIP  - Allows use of the catering 

and bar facilities at discounted rates! Application 

forms available from the office. 

GOLF  - New Members are always welcome at the Club .  
Contact the Secretary’s Office for a membership pack. 

BOWLING CLUB PRIZE GIVING 
 
Boat of Garten Bowling Club ended a successful season at 
the end of March with the annual presentation of trophies 
and prizes to members followed by a social where every-
one enjoyed a wee bite, a blether and of course a wee 
dram! Boat reached second place in the league this year 
and with a healthy membership of 24, everyone enjoyed 
the season and commented on how quickly it seemed to 
pass. 

The Bowling Club’s AGM will be held in the Community 
Hall Lounge on Wednesday 18th September at 7.30pm – 
all welcome. 
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SWRI NEWS 
By Britt Taylor 
 
Another enjoyable SWRI year is over and we 
have had many varied and interesting talks. Our year end-
ed with a members’ night and AGM in April. There will be 
just the one change to our committee for the coming year, 
Lorna Shiells who has been Secretary for the past three 
years is standing down.  I would like to pass on our thanks 
to Lorna for all the wonderful work she has done. At the 
next committee meeting which will take place in early 
June we hope to appoint a replacement  
Secretary, should anyone like to take on this role please 
contact any of the committee members. 
Many congratulations to Shirley Paul who won the Cup for 
most points at our monthly competitions and to Audrey 
Martin who was runner up, well done both. 
I hope that everyone has a good summer and look forward 
to seeing you all at the SWRI coffee morning on July 2nd. 
We are hoping for a good turn out to try to boost our 
funds for the Boat of Garten SWRI Branch 75th birthday 
party in November. 
 
Dates for your dairy: 
8th June - Federation Meeting 1:30pm at the Highland 
Hospice, Inverness. 
2nd July - Coffee morning 10am-12am in the Boat of 
Garten Community Hall. 
13th July - Family Fun Day with the SWRI 1pm -4pm St 
John’s Church Hall, Rothiemurchus. 
10-11 September - Craft Exhibition in the Upper Hall, Elgin 
Town Hall. Tuesday 10th September 2pm-5:30pm; last 
admission 4.30 pm. Wednesday 11 September 9am-
5:30pm; last admission 4.30pm. 
11th-12th September - Handcraft and Housewives Confer-
ence, Elgin Town Hall. 
16th September - Our first meeting of the session  
7:30pm. 
23rd September - Provisional date for felting class in 
Nethy Bridge. 
18th October - Floral Art Class, Kingsview Christian Centre, 
Inverness, in preparation for the floral Art test in 2014. 
 
ILLUSTRATED TALKS 
 
Doors open 7pm for a 7.30pm start.  Admission is £4.50 
for adults, under 16s are free and we serve complimentary 
tea/coffee. The hall’s local art gallery will also be open for 
you to have a look around. The first four talks have been 
very well attended this year and we hope the next three 
will attract similar audiences. 
 

 Monday 10 June - Cairngorms Futurescapes – Catherine 
Vis-Christie 
Our land is under ever-increasing pressures and wildlife is 
increasingly under threat, it is time to change our ap-
proach. Join Cat from the RSPB to discover the new direc-
tion Land Management is taking to deliver all we can for 

people and nature. Whether you love woods or marsh, 
Futurescapes is the way forward. 
 Monday 17 June - The Highland Wildlife Park: active in 
conservation from the Arctic to the Jungles of Southeast 
Asia – Douglas Richardson 
As well as being a superb place to visit, the Highland Wild-
life Park is playing an increasingly active role in a range of 
conservation issues. From working with a number of or-
ganisations and local stakeholders to help pull the Scottish 
wildcat back from the brink of extinction, providing a high 
quality home for polar bears and informing people about 
the threat to the species from climate change, to advising 
on a conservation action plan for a highly unusual and 
critically endangered hoofed animal from Vietnam and 
Laos that was only discovered in 1992 called the saola. 
Monday 24 June - Natural History Gems of the  
Cairngorms National Park – Stewart Taylor MBE 
Stewart worked for the RSPB at its Abernethy Forest NNR 
for over 30 years during which time he encouraged visits 
by some of Britain's natural history experts and spent 
work and leisure time recording and monitoring the ex-
citing flora and fauna within one of the most diverse range 
of habitats in the UK. Birds to bees, flowers to fungi, Stew-
art's talk will cover some of the key species found within 
the Park. 
 

A Dog Den at Crufts!  By Helen Geddes 
 
We had a ball: I met up with Heidi and Evril Spencer and 
Tiff (the dog), the Nova Scotia Duck Tolling Retreiver (bet 
you are glad you asked—Toller for short) aka “posh dog” 
or the ”red mutt”, outside the NEC in Birmingham, on  
Friday 8th March.  They had come down by train and spent 
the night in a hotel.  Tiff had charmed all, and protected 
them, as New Street Station was chaotic when they  
arrived – someone had been killed and the attacker was 
on the run.  Life away from the sticks! 
Heidi & Evril took their doggie shopping until we could 
check in at the very dog friendly Holiday Inn Express.    
Dogs are welcome everywhere during Crufts with dog 
treats in a bowl at reception, water bowls laid out at fre-
quent intervals throughout the public areas.   Such a nice 
change.  No charges for dogs in rooms and so long as they 
don’t kick up a rumpus you can leave them in crates for 
short periods.  Well we were 3 humans and 5 dogs to a 
room!  It was a den.   
Evril took Chanter into the ring for me and secured a 2nd 
place in her class.  In the same class Chanter’s sister Iona, 
came fifth!  Heidi took Tiff into his class and just missed 
out on a place coming 6th!  And I handled the mum, my 
Piper, to a fifth place in her class.  So we all done good!   
Monday saw us heading north after cleaning the diesel 
tank of petrol – a cool £300 to fix – some people chose 
funny things to spend their money on (sigh: another  
story).  Car well loaded – mobile dog den (5dogs & 3  
people).  All happy though and the miles disappeared as 
we gleefully enjoyed our memories planning how to do 
the same again next year!
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NEW COMMUNITY BUS ROUTES FOR BADENOCH AND 
STRATHSPEY 
 
BSCTC are commencing registered routes in the area for 
demand responsive transport 3 days per week.  This will 
be in a 13 seater accessible minibus.  Days and areas will 
be as follows: 
  
Tuesdays:   Aviemore and south to Laggan following the 
B1952 to Kingussie, then the A86 to Newtonmore and Lag-
gan.  Service available to passengers on and adjacent to 
these roads, which are not covered by current  
buses.  Times of operation  0900-1230  and  1300 – 1630 
  
Wednesdays:  Aviemore and north of Aviemore following 
the A95, Deshar Road, Spey Avenue and the B970 to 
Nethybridge and available to passengers on and adjacent 
to these roads.  Times of operation as above. 
  
Thursdays:  As Tuesdays 
  
Bookings can be made in advance for journeys by tele-
phoning the office on Aviemore (01479) 810004 during 
normal office hours.  Bookings must be made by 3pm on 
the day before and will work on a first come-first served 
basis.  If your booking is for a medical appointment, then 
please let us know.  We will do our best to pick you up 
within 20 mins of the booking time, i.e. allowing any delay 
in picking up other passengers who are off main roads. 
  

The bus will operate under a Section 22 permit which will 
allow any person holding a concessionary travel card to 
travel free of charge.  Other fares will be similar to ordi-
nary bus fares.  The bus can pick people up from a house 
provided there is a suitable turning point. 
  
Note:  The services are not available during Xmas and New 
Year period i.e.  24-26th Dec or 31st Dec – 2nd Jan 2014 
 
 
VILLAGE SPRING CLEAN – THANK YOU 

The Community Council would like to thank all the  
enthusiastic volunteers (23 adults and 8 children) who 
turned up despite poor weather to make our village look 
spic and span for the summer season. Armed with yellow 
tabards, yellow pick sticks together with bags and gloves, 
the work was soon done. They were rewarded with  
burgers and sausages by kind donation of Mr Mustard, 
butcher in Nethybridge, and also the rolls from Boat of 
Garten Golf Club.  Our thanks go the Deshar School PTA 
for the loan of the 
barbecue and  
awning, and to John 
Morrison for taking 
the rubbish to the 
dump. There was less 
rubbish than last year 
so that is a good 
omen for the future! 
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‘STRATHSPEY WINDS’ PERFORM AT  
BADENOCH AND STRATHSPEY FESTIVAL 

“A formidable sight - - - and sound!”  This is how the  
adjudicator, Alistair Macdonald, greeted us when giving 
feedback on our performance on the Thursday night of 
the above festival in March.  Commenting on our  
numbers, Mr Macdonald asked if there were any more of 
us and we had to say that some members of our group 
had been unable to attend that night.  Personally I think 
‘impressive!’ would have been a good way to describe us.  
He was obviously surprised to see 14 ladies wielding  
saxophones, clarinets, flutes and a drum and we certainly 
filled the performance area at St Bride’s Church in  
Newtonmore.  The festival had had to move there as 
Kingussie High school was being refurbished and therefore 
unavailable.  St Bride’s is certainly a nice place to have an 
event like this with good acoustics and a lovely  
atmosphere.   

I suppose I’d better mention that ‘Strathspey Winds’ is the 
new name for the former ‘Strathspey Windbags’.  There 
was a consensus among members that we should drop the 
‘bag’.  We practise in the Community Hall at Boat on  
Monday afternoons from October to the end of March 
and on Monday mornings in April, May, June and  
September.  (This has a lot to do with various golf  
commitments!) 

At the festival we played the ‘Air and Hornpipe’ from  
Handel’s Water Music in an arrangement that suited our 
set-up and followed this with a spirited rendition of ‘The 
Washington Post March’ by Sousa, again adapting the 
parts to suit us.  I’m glad to say Mr Macdonald liked what 
he heard and complimented us on the “vigour and  
commitment” of our playing.  Not bad for a group of  
retired ladies, most of whom only started to play wood-
wind instruments in November 2009.  We have since been 
joined by other players and are always happy to welcome 
new members.  

Anyone interested in learning more about the group can 
contact Jane Kerr on 07510728261. 

 

 

Impressions of the General Assembly of the Church of 
Scotland 2013  
By Anne Goodall 

Last week I spent two days in Edinburgh at the General 
Assembly, for the most part as an observer.  Presbyterian 
churches are very democratically organised – so everyone: 
ministers and congregational representatives 
(commissioners) have an equal right to speak and vote, 
which can mean that debates take a long time. 

The standard of much of the debate is very high and some 
contributions really stay in your mind: 

 The Christian minister from Syria who reported the 
experience of ordinary citizens caught up in the violence 
there – she said that at least 80,000 (possibly 130,000) 
people had died in Syria and that there were 40,000  
foreign fighters there from at least 27 countries. These 
fighters seize arms from the Western-backed rebel  
military command and perpetrate appalling acts of  
violence. 

 The minister who told us of the work of the Falkirk 
food bank where, over the last six months, they have giv-
en food to 1000 families most of whom are in employ-
ment. 

 The naval chaplain who described the work of chap-
lains in supporting the families of servicemen and women 
killed in combat – helping them through their pain and 
loss. 

 The discussion on ‘The Inheritance of Abraham?’ re-
port which considered what is meant by ‘The Promised 
Land’ in light of the Israeli military occupation of the West 
Bank and East Jerusalem and the blockade of Gaza. 

The ‘Enough Food for Everyone IF’ campaign – a joint cam-
paign designed to highlight and tackle the causes of hun-
ger in the world. 

Overall, I came away impressed by the wealth of experi-
ence and ability within the Kirk, encompassing a broad 
range of deeply held beliefs.  I was also encouraged by the 
huge amount of practical work being done to help those 
on the margins of society whose voices are rarely heard. 

To misquote a familiar phrase – the weather does lots of 
things ………and so does the Church of Scotland! 

 

Netball 
 
With one game to go,  Grantown Ospreys were sitting top 
of the Highland Regional netball league—and their match 
on 25th May against Thurso confirmed that place, with a 
win of 59-17! The players, aged between 14 and 50, are 
from Boat of Garten, Grantown, Nethybridge and Avie-
more. Always on the lookout for new players. Training  
finished after the last game 25/05 but resumes again in 
August 2013 in the Craig McLean Centre on Monday night 
7-8p.m. £3 for adults, £1 for Juniors.  
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Four Non-Twitchers on a Windy Wildlife Walk 
By Bev Birchwood 
 
In the last edition of the BOG Standard residents were 
offered a free ride on the train and a four hour guided 
walk through Abernethy Forest, arranged by the  
Strathspey Railway Co. and Speyside Wildlife tour guides.   
The train journey, as always was full of surprises, in fact 
the world we know well always looks quite different from 
the train; the river was running so high that at some points 
it felt as though we were travelling just above the water. 
 
At the start we were met at Broomhill by our guide, John 
Grierson, who then mini-bused us out to Abernethy.  
Although none of us had much interest in birds we did 
learn lots.  Who would have thought that a juniper berry 
was in fact a cone of 3 segments and that there are only 

three  
conifers  
native to 
Scotland, 
the Scots 
Pine our 
national 
tree, the  
Juniper and 
the Yew, all 
of which we 

saw on our walk.  We also found how to tell a cowberry 
from a blueberry, where the cowberry has spots on the 
underside of its leaf and which is also deciduous and can 
and does flower at all times of the year. Birds, well we saw 
few but with the wind blowing so much it made it  
impossible to see them – although we were told how to 
recognise their individual calls.  We did do better than one 
group of eleven Twitchers whom we met, all dressed up in 
their green and brown with an array of telescopes and 
cameras.  They had seen nothing whereas we, in our 
bright anoraks, had at least heard Robins, Coal Tits and the 
Long-tailed Tits. The guided tour was very interesting and 
our guide was happy to give us information about the old 
settlement here as well as all the plants and wild life.   
 
We were driven back to our train and the excitement of 
sheep on the line (or was it leaves), then sitting down to 
crisp white linen with a good hot cup of tea and a scone.  
A lovely way to finish off a fascinating day! 
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STOP PRESS! 

Elgin Strathspey & Reel Society will play for us in the annual “Fiddlers Concert” on Wednesday 24th July at 8pm. 
Doors open 7.30pm Admission £5. Under 16s free. Raffle, Tea & coffee during the interval. 
  
Also the annual Auction Sale is on 24th August this year, so it’s time for clearing out and making space for your new 
purchases! Rod MacKenzie, our faithful auctioneer, will preside from 12 noon. Goods accepted either as a donation 
to the Community Hall or on a commission basis (25%) Contact Lorraine 831506 or Sue on 831012 for further details. 
If you’ve any raffle prizes going a-begging, these would come in useful too for both events. 

YOUTH CLUB 

Out and About! 

Virtually Famous gave a performance on Friday 

31st May which, unfortunately, was just too 

late to catch the print deadline.  However, 

hopefully we’ll have some photos of that to 

include in the next edition. 




